


Maybe that title should reverse
emphasis!

If any of you are young engineers,
Note the price! When was the last
time you bought an aero text for
$4.50. It’s really thick too!



HOW CONVENTIONAL LIFT IS GENERATED 
Wing lift is NOT due to the Bernoulli Effect, despite many flight
 manuals and science museums claiming it is. The Bernoulli Effect 
 is where a high speed fluid flowing over a surface reduces pressure.
 The Bernoulli Effect is a real phenomenon occurring elsewhere 
 but not on wings. 
  
                                                                       Terry Day. Copyright 2008.
                                                      terry@vortex-dynamics.com.au 



Problems With Bernoulli and 
equal transit time:
1) Nothing in Bernoulli’s 

equations require equal 
transit time.

2) Does not explain Upwash 
ahead of the wing; 
Downwash behind the 
wing

3) Strength of tip vortices or 
the equation lift equals the 
product of air density x 
aircraft velocity x 
VORTEX STRENGTH

4)  In order to generate the lift to support a small airplane the upper surface would need to 
 be at least 150% as long as the lower surface. Typical cambered wings are 101% to 102.5%
A wing of the needed 150% would look like this:
I don’t recall many airplanes whose wings look this way.
A Cessna 172 would have to fly with it’s wing geometry
 would have to fly 400 mph to generate enough lift by the
 Bernoulli/equal transit time method.



5) How do symetrical airfoils work?
6) How do airplanes fly upside down?
7) How does a wing generate up to 9 times the lift pulling out of a steep dive?
       particularly when the airspeed is actually decreasing due to induced drag?

Obviously neither of these airplanes can actually fly since
 the top surface and bottom surface are nearly the same length.

8)   Actual airflow over the top is much faster than equal transit
       time would predict





This theory also has some attractive features. It is correct in that lift is derived from
 a turning of the air flow, but is wrong on the face of it.
The shape of the upper surface is not considered, so why do we go to the considerable
 expense of building complex curved upper surfaces?



This theory has the same problems as incorrect theory #1 with the added complication that a venturi
 tube has an ACTUAL, not a virtual, other side. It is attractive because one can point out that fluids
 do not flow across a stream line. This is true. But the stream line does not form the boundary, the
 stream line is DEFINED by the flow not crossing a give line.



Curve balls work because of the Magnus effect. A rotating cylinder
 in a crossflow of air produces lift.
 Maybe circulation of the air has something to do with lift!!



So how about that NOTAR

The Coanda effect says that a fluid stream (air is a fluid – it cannot resist shear stresses. Fluids
 may be gases or liquids) will try to attach to and follow a surface. A wings lift can be increased by
 a factor of up to three by utilizing the Coanda Effect, but Coanda must be externally applied. It does
 not occur naturally. i.e  blown wings, slats etc

August Raspet, Mississippi State University Aero-physics Dept



Kutta/Joukowski Theorum

Also wrong, but it is the
least wrongest

WHY?



The Kutta/Joukowski Theorem

This theorem was originally proposed shortly after the airplane was invented.

The theory used by most professional aerodynamicists, who have access to really big 
 computers, because the mathematics are extremely difficult

Explains : upwash; downwash; tip vortices; and defines lift as a function of aircraft
 velocity x vortex strength x air density, (- F = ρVΓ) A very powerful theory!! My Favorite

Problem is that it is also incomplete. The basis is the Kutta Condition which says:
“An airfoil with a thin trailing edge WILL produce about itself a vortex of such strength
 as to move the rear stagnation point to the trailing edge.” But it gives no reason why this 
 should be true. It is true but,  not explained

Vorte drawn reversed



Trivial but correct lift theory:
Note that air is displaced downward by the wing at a velocity of 2W
Since the wing causes this downward flow of air, it sustains and equal and opposite
 force, lift, equal to the mass of the air displaced per unit time multiplied by 2W. This
 should not be a surprise since

Substitute L for T and 2W for delta V.  It’s one of the basic equations of physics, force
 equals rate of change of momentum!
The next slide shows this basic idea in action!

(BTW, this is the basic rocket thrust equation, propeller thrust equation, outboard motor thrust
 equation, helicopter rotor thrust equation (you get the picture).)



This aircraft is climbing out of a fog bank. Note
 how the downwash velocity is carving a canyon
 through the fog . Also note the wing tip vortices.

Now a question for the student:
When are the tip vortices strongest, at high speed
 flight at low altitude or during a landing approach?

How doest this knowledge affect air traffic control
 procedures?

Would the Bernoulli principle help you to
 understand this?

Understand that “wrong” is a relative thing. To say 2+2=3 is obviously wrong! To say
 2+2=3.9999999 is also wrong, but not as wrong as 2+2=3. No matter how many descimal
Places you use for “Pi” it will be wrong because Pi is an infinite, non-repeating decimal 
 fraction. But we can get really REALLY close! But to say 2+2=purple is the wrongest yet 
because it indicates that you don’t even understand the concept of addition.



"That we have written an equation 
does not remove from the flow of 
fluids its charm or mystery or
 its surprise." --Richard Feynman 
[1964] 



That we have written and equation also doesn’t mean we can solve
it. Solve the Navier-Stokes equations and you have a pretty good
handle on fluid flow. Now you know why I became an experimental
test pilot. I have been pretty good so far at cheating death by combat,
by teaching kids how to fly helicopters, by flying aircraft that aren’t
housebroken yet, and by flying solo at 1,000,00 ft altitude at 17,500
mph, but the N-S equations scare me!



Flying is simple. All you have to do is hurl yourself at the
  Earth, and miss!  Douglas Adams, The Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy

For the Space Shuttle, landing is what’s hard because our 
 Space Shuttle runway keeps moving at 800+ mph across 
 our flight path, and the air (such as it is) keeps trying to 
 roast us



Some Configuration Design Drivers
What must the vehicle do ?
    Deliver a specified (classified) payload to low Earth orbit
        Sized the cargo bay and the lifting capacity (60’x15’, 50,000 lb)
        USAF and DoD support essential politically

    Land on a hard surfaced runway on return
        Drives wing planform through cross range requirement (Vandenburg once
            around) and entry heat load.

    Be returned from landing site to next launch site
        Actually resulted in landing gear compromises
        Bolt on engines, deployable engines or pure glider

Design must dissipate energy of  a 250,000 lb vehicle traveling at 17,500 mph
        Energy dumped by re-radiated heat, Shock waves, and  Aerodynamic drag
        Hot structure or cold structure (cold structure selected)

Fly back mode – glide or engines

Fully reusable or partially reusable – (Spoiler Alert – Partially Won)
      
       



Aerodynamic Considerations
Designed to dissipate the energy of a heavy vehicle traveling at orbital velocity & altitude
    Need high drag for energy control for ranging to runway
        Aero heating
            Too high AoA (to shorten range) means too high peak surface temperature
            Too low AoA (to stretch range) means too high heat soakback to aluminum structure
            Protect windows and vertical tail
            Seals on landing gear doors (land upside down!!!!!)
            Drove surface insulation and “color scheme”
    Solution: High angle of attack (40 degrees)
            Skip out problem – Dump vertical component of L/D ratio through roll angle
                 Requires S-turn throughout (3 to 5 roll reversals). Leads to problem managing 
  drag during roll reversals. Really do need 5 deg/sec roll rate, α modulation
            Directional stability with tail blanked
            Control mode (use sideslip angle – tenths of a degree)

Aero uncertainty: Large data scatter in wind tunnel data
    Management solution – Real data is the center of the scatter bands
        Risk flight crew and entire program if you guess wrong
        
    Operator solution – Make FCS handle worst cases

    Aerodynamic variation sets – primarily lateral directional problem



Throughout the process we fail and, consequently, repeatedly 
discover or learn that we have exceeded our understanding of 
the problem by moving beyond the bounds of our prior assumptions.

                                                                                                                        Dr. Charles J. Camarda  

Strings of successes can mask insidious failures that our simple 
models of behavior cannot predict. Success combined with a 
“can do” spirit can lead to arrogance. This can perpetuate an
“overconfidence bias” or confirmation bias, resulting in the 
subjective interpretation of data to confirm what we want to be 
true rather than what is actually true.

                                                                                                         Dr. Charles J. Camarda  

Almost got me fired by NASA’s  chief engineer. But I had the data!
And he didn’t have the authority!



STS-1 launched
April 12, 1981



Design changed during fabrication because of wind tunnel testing
        Shorten fuselage because of divergent nose up pitching moment
        Body flap/ Heat shield
        Nose landing gear shortened, main gear already made. (-5 degree α on roll
         out). Aero download almost same as vehicle weight! Brakes – tires.

Note approximately 5 degrees negative angle of attack on the ground during 
high speed rollout. Nearly doubles the landing gear and tire loads.



Vertical Tail blanked at 40 deg. AOA Rudder/Speedbrake

40 degree AOA

Body Flap – originally an
engine heat shield

Yaw Jets

Roll JetsBody x axis

Stab
ility

 x axis



Sideslip angle
      β

Elevons

Body X axis

Note black tile on wing glove

At 40 Deg AOA, You can roll in beta, and we do!



Critical issue is alignment of control vectors

Note 23 LVAR sets
Shows both rectangular and elliptically
   correlated sets.







Actual values for the lateral directional control derivatives depend
 on Mach number, angle of attack, and SURFACE POSITION!

But primary job of elevons in pitch is to control pitch rate

Must generate a pitch rate error so that elevons drive to desired 
 position required by lateral directional requirement (Eqn 5>0)

This was accomplished by mechanizing the heat shield originally
 installed to keep the engines from melting during entry to be a 
 big trim tab.

Also, when the speed brake becomes unblanked by the wing, it
 is deployed (heating constraints) to generate a nose up pitching 
 moment to drive the elevons down to help the body flap. OK 
 because it really doesn’t do that much to add drag anyway!



Guidance computes range to go and determines how much drag we need on the vehicle to get
 to the runway. S-turning across the ground track allows us to control drag without letting
 cross range distance diverge





Looks like a streamlined locomotive, not a spaceship

Five  time normal AOA to slow down & not melt windshield

Rolls by firing yaw jets. (Tenths of a degree of sideslip angle)

Runs ailerons backwards until slows to Mach 4

Uses its speed brake as a pitch control

Creates a pitch error to force elevons to a desired position

Must know its geographical location to maintain control

Guesses its aero environment because probes would burn off

Flies downwind leg at Mach 1

What Could Possibly Go Wrong????







Ascent engineers accomplish their goal by brute force

Entry engineers must use strategy, guile and cleverness



Aerodynamic Conventions we will use:

Body axes: x - tail to nose, + is forward (use right thumb
                   y - out right wing, + is to the right
                   z - out bottom of fuselage, + is downward
Stability axes - same as above except x is aligned to the relative
                         wind

                   p, q and r are rates around the x, y and z axes
                   l, m and n are moments around x, y and z axes
α (alpha – angle of attack) – the angle of the relative wind 
                   to the body x axis in the xz plane
β (beta sideslip angle) – angle of the relative wind to the body
                   x axis in the xy plane

C represents a non dimensional coefficient. i.e. Cnβ is the yawing 
    moment due to sideslip - or the directional stability







Why the necessity for these different axis systems?

The aircraft flies in the stability axis system but the sensors 
measure quantities in the body axis system.
    Inertial Measurement units
    Rate gyros - body mounted, oil-canning
    Bent airframe
    Offset y - cg
    











It’s Over! Was it worth it?
A question that will be open to debate for years to come

What did we try to do?

Cheap access to space.

Safe access to space

Routine access to space





What did it cost?
Over 40 years, 10 of development and 30 of flying – $209B 

Where was it spent?  Right here in in creating high tech jobs,
solving engineering problems undreamed of even in proposing
the concept.

By contrast, we paid $210B IN INTEREST on the national
debt in 2013. Where did that go? Who holds our debt?

NASA’s share of the federal budget peaked in 1966 at 4.4%
Today it is 0.5%!



Most likely historical assessment, and mine personally.

It was a technological triumph, BUT it cost too much and 
we flew it much too long.

Progress in  material and genetic science here on Earth far
outstripped projected achievements, negating much of what
we wanted to do with space manufacturing.

From “gumdrops” we came and to “gumdrops” we shall return.

NASA’s job is exploration, not operating an airline.

IF mankind is to venture outward into the solar system, the 
space program must be de-politicized, and alliances developed.





Aero Heating – 3,000 deg leading edge, 2700 bottom surface

Steep, fast entry – surface heating limits

Slow stretch glide – heat soak back, aluminum structure limits

White surfaces prevents solar heating

Black surfaces reject friction heat of entry  

Grey surfaces on nose cap and leading edges are a dense
   baked carbon material to withstand extreme stagnation
   temperatures. Thought too hard to fail with impact
   We were wrong!!

Gear door seal issues



Vertical Tail blanked at 40 deg. AOA Rudder/Speedbrake

40 degree AOA

Body Flap – originally an
engine heat shield

Yaw Jets

Roll JetsBody x axis

Stab
ility

 x axis



Critical issue is alignment of control vectors

Note 23 LVAR sets
Shows both rectangular and elliptically
   correlated sets.























A better but extremely difficult lift theory also one of the first

The most successful modeling of flow around an airfoil is the Kutta-Joukowski theorem which states
 that the forces acting on a body are determined wholly by the circulation around it and the free stream
 velocity! The force is given by the equation:

                                                                     - F = ρVΓ
 
where ρ is the fluid density, V is the free stream velocity and Γ is the circulation strength. This theorum
 explains: wing tip vortices, up-flow ahead of a wing, down-flow behind a wing, why wing vortices
 are stronger when an airplane is slow (i.e. during landing and right after takeoff). It is generally the
 most successful theory to date, but it too doesn’t tell us WHY circulation occurs.

This theory indicates that the geometry of the body and the free stream velocity do not uniquely
 determine circulation. We have to go to experimentally determined data in airfoil design.

So how do we determine the circulation? Empirical Observation, i.e test, observe, apply lessons learned!

Computational fluid dynamics , using iterative calculations using a super-computer are getting close.

Best explanation of circulation is the Kutta Condition which states that a body with a sharp trailing edge 
 WILL establish a circulation about itself which moves the stagnation point to the trailing edge.
 Why?   

I don’t know! Nor does anyone else! It just DOES, OK! 


